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As the device feature sizes becsre scaled down

to sutrnicron levels, hearry emphasis is placed on the
developnent of low-ternperature processes. In parti-
cular, a low-temperature process for silicon epita-
xj-al growth is necessary to minimize autodoping and

solid-state diffusion effects. Autodoping in sil_icon
epita4g was first discovered in 1961 and numerous

studies have been performed for the purpose of mini-
mizing the autodoping [1 ]-t61. In order to reduce
the autodoping, various processes such as molecular
beam epitaqf, ion beam epitory, solid phase epitaxy,
plasrna-entranced epitaqr, and 1ow pressure epitaqg
(LPE) have been developed t7lt8l. Ot the processes,

only the LPE satisfies nanufacturing requirenents
such as high throughput and low cost.

Or the other hand, selective epitaxial growEh

(Sre) is known as a technique having a high
potential in fabricating sutrnicron devices. Nunrerous

studies on SEG using silicon chlorides have been

reported l9l-1.121. However, only a few studies have

been reported describing SEG using silanes(SiHa)
[13][14].

We have achieved that the epitaxial grorth ternpe-
rature can be reduced to 700oC or belovr by using a

low-pressure Si1II5/H2 system, resulting in ver1f

srnall autodoping of impurities frcrn highly doperd

substrate. In addition, SEG j-s also possible by the
sare system at tenrperatures below 950"C. A new tech-
nigue of selective polysilicon deposition is also
achieved by using a Si2H6/N2 system in the same

temperaLure range.
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rt is found that the epitaxial growth temperature can be reduced to 700'cor-below by using a lo-v,r pressure S11H5/H2 system, resulting in very srnall_
autodoping of impurities frcm highly do@ substrates. rn iaaitionl
selective epitaxial grror^rbh (SEG) is also realized by the salrre system attemperatures belor^r 950 

oc. A new technigue of sel-ect]-ve polysilicon
deposition is arso achieved by using a si2He/Nz system "t trr. same
temperature range.
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D(PERIMNVTAL

A schematic of the low pressure C\D reactor
eguip@ with M.B. and R.p. is shown in fig. 1.
The pressure was controlled by ballasting Na. A 4_

inch silicoh wafer was ptaced on the graphite susce_
ptor which was electrically heated by an auto_
voltage regnrlator. Disilane(SirH6 ) ruas used as a Si
source gas. H2 or N" was used as a carrier gas. The

gas flow rate was controlled by a nass flovr
controller. The typical grrovrth sequence is shoun in
fig. 2. The eval-uation of autodoping was done as
fol-Iows: Undoped epi-layers were gro,n over heavily
doped substrates. Boron, arseni-c, and antimony were
used as dotrnnt elements. The autodoping is estirnated
frcrn the carrier concentration-depth profile
obtained by a spreading resistance measurement.

For the evaluation of SEG, silicon wafers with 0.5pm

-thicJ< thermal SiOe stripe rnasks on their surfaces
were prepared as substrates. Stripe masks of SiO2
were fabricated by a usual anisotropical etching.
SEG was perforrned under the various condi_tions.
A ncrnarski microscope and an SHvI were used to
obsenze the surface featr:res and evaluate the
selectivity.
RESI]LTS AI{D DISCT}SSICI\T

1 )Loht-Ternperature Epitaxial Groi,\rth

The effect of qrolrth pressure on the epitaxial
temperature was examined. Folloudng the sequence

shoi^n in fig. 2, epitaxial layers were grovrn on the
substrates at grrovrLh pressures of 450 pa and 8130 pa

and at different temperatures. lthe nqnarskj_ micro-
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scope photographs of the obtained surfaces are shown

in fig. 3. It is apparent frcnr the photographs that
tlre epitaxial tenrperature is decreased as the grrovrttt

pressure decreases. Arrhenius plots of the grovth

rate vs. tenrperature at pressures of 450 Pa and 8130

Pa are shown in fig. 4. There is little difference
between the plots for the two pressures.

The reason why ttre epitaxial temperature is
lolrlered as the grolrrth pressure decreases can be as

follorrvs. Prior to the epitaxial growbh, native oxide

remaining on the sr:bstrate surface must be removed.

At the first stage of pre-baking, the reaction(1 ) is
taken place.

Si + Sioz + 2Sio] (1 )

This reaction is enhanced at lower pressures. As a

result, the epitaxial temperature is lowered witht

the pressure decreases. It is known that a chemical

treatment to remove the native oxide is effective to
realize a lower epitaxial tonperature. Therefore,

the cornbination of a chemical treatment and a low

pressure is interesting to obtain a lower epitaxial
temperature. Just before the grorarbh, the substrate
was treated with 10% HF aq. solution to remove the

native oxide. And, ttre silicon epitaxial grol,rth was

perfornred at 450Pa, at a H2 flow rate of 10-0 l/min

and a Si2H5 flow rate of 3.0 cc/min. The grorth

temperature was varied as a paraneter. The nqnarski

microscope photographs of the surface features of
the grown layers are shown in fig. 5. EVen in the

low tenrperature of 690'C, m epitaxial grorEh was

achieved.
2)Autodoping

The effects of the pre-bake temperature, the pre-

bake presstrre, the grovrth temperature, and the

grrowth pressure on boron autodoping profiles were

ocamined. the obtained profiles are shown in fig. 6,

7r8, and 9. The transition widths in boron

autodoping profiles are not affected within an

experinrental error by the changes in the pressure

belov 7980 Pa in both a Hz pre-bake step and an

epitaxial grovrth step (fig. 8 and 9 ). The transi-
tion width of about 0.1 pm is derived from the data.

Or the contrary, the transition width is affected
by the grovrttr tenrperatures. The transition width
of 0.15 prn at the grovrth torrperature of 920 

oC is
reduced to 0.09 ;.rrr at 810 t (fig. 71, indicating
tlat the autodoping is remarkably reduced as the

gro^rth temperature decreases. Ikre transition width
of about 0.1 1:rn is obtalned for boron, arsenic, or

arrtimony when the epitaxial grovrth is done at a

temperature of 810 t and a pressure of 450 pa (fig.
10 ). There is not a significant difference 1n

transition width anpng these dopants.
3)SEG and Selective Polysilicon Growbh

An SEM picture of SEG using a SizHo/Hz system

rrrrder the conditions of grourth temperature of 92OoC,

growbh pressure of 450 Pa, and flour velocity figure
of 640 cnr/sec is shoram in fig. 11 . The flow velocity
figrure is a value simply calculated frqn the

diarneter of reactor tube, a pressure, and a Lotal
gas flolr rate. The selectivity was enhanced under a

higher temperature and a higher flonr velocity. Study

on SEG using SiH+ under a grovrth temperature ov6r

1175 oc and an atrnospheric pressure was reported

t13lt14l. In these papers the following reactions
(1), (2), and the surface migration of Si on Sj-Oe

rnask are considered as factors to prevent the grovrth

of Si on SiO2 mask.

Si + Sio2 d 2SiOl (1 )

He + SiO2 -+ SiOf+ H2O (21

Tn order to investigate ttre relation between the

reaction (2) and the selectivity, SEG using N2

instead of H2 as a carrier gas was examined r:nder

the sanre conditions. lltre results are shown in fig.
12. Poly Si was deposited only on the Si surface

wittrout any Si nuclei on SiOz rnasks, indicating
that a new techniqure of selective poly Si

deposition is achieved. llLre relation between the

selectivity and the grourthr conditions of temperature

and flor'r velocity was the sante as those of SEG.

A higher temperature and a higher flow velocity
produced a good selectivity. These results indicate

that there is not an important relation between ttre

reaction (2) and the selectivity. It might be said

that the reaction (1 ) and/or migration of Si on ttre

surface are much more likely than the reaction (2)

and could be utilized to prevent tlre growth on

SiOe rnasks. For futher detailed analysis of the

selectivity, studies on contributing species and

the other Si source gases such as Si3H67 SiH2F2 etc.
must be carried out.
SIJMMARY

It is for:nd ttnt the epitaxial grovrth temperature

can be reduced to 700 
oc ot belor^r by using a low

pressure Si2Hr/He system, resulting in very srnall

autodoping of impurities frcrn highly doped subst-

rates.
Ttre SEG is performed at a growEh temperature of
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920"C wittr a pressure of 450 Pa. Selective poly-
silicon deposition is also realized when the carrier
gas is replaced frqn H2 to Ne. The selectivity of Si
growbh was enhanced under higher temperatures and

higher gas floar velocity.
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Fig. 4. Alrhenius plots of ttre grovrth rate vs.
the ternperature.
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Fig. 5. TLre ncnarski microscope photogrraph of
the epitaxial layer, which was grown at
a ternperature of 690'C.
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Fig. 3. The nqnarski nr-icroscope photographs
the film surfaces.
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Fig. 6. Carrj-er crcncentration
profiles for boron auLodoPing.
the gro,rth temperature is- 810 

oc

and the pressure is 450 Pa.
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Fig. 7. Carrier concentration
profiles for boron autodoping.
the pre-bake temperature is AtO'C
and the pressure is 450 Pa.
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Fig. 8. Carrier concentration
profiles for boron autodoping.
The grovrth pressure is 450 Pa
and the temperaEure is 8i0'C.
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Fig. 9. Carrier concentration profiles for boron
autodoplng. The pre-bake pressure is 450 Pa and the
temperature is 810'c.

Fig. 10. Carrier qcncentration profiles for
arsenic autodoping and antimony autodoping.
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Fig. 11 . A cross-sectional SE['l picture of the
sample on whj-ch SEG was performed.

Sub.

Fig. 12. An SE[4 plcture of the sample on vihich
selective polysilicon deposition was performed uslng
a SizHe/Nz system.
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